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INTRODUCTION
The pervasiveness of data collection, processing, and dissemination raises severe privacy
concerns regarding individual and societal harms. Information leaks may cause physical or
psychological damage to individuals, e.g., when published information can be used by thieves
to infer when users are not home, by enemies to ﬁnd out weak points to launch attacks on
users or by advertising companies to build proﬁles and inﬂuence users. On a large scale,
the use of this information can be used to inﬂuence society as a whole, causing irreversible
harm to democracy. The extent of the harms that privacy loss causes highlights that privacy
cannot simply be tackled as a conﬁdentiality issue. Beyond keeping information private, it is
important to ensure that the systems we build support freedom of speech and individuals’
autonomy of decision and self-determination.
The goal of this knowledge area is to introduce system designers to the concepts and technologies that are used to engineer systems that inherently protect users’ privacy. We aim
to provide designers with the ability to identify privacy problems, to describe them from a
technical perspective, and to select adequate technologies to eliminate, or at least, mitigate
these problems.
Privacy is recognised as a fundamental human right [1]: “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon
his honour and reputation”. As such, it has been studied for many years from a socio-legal
perspective with two goals. First, to better understand what privacy means for society and
individuals. Second, to ensure that the legal frameworks that underpin our democracies support privacy as a right. The former studies proposed deﬁnitions such as privacy being ‘the
right to be let alone’ [2], ‘the right to informational self-determination’ [3, 4] or ‘the freedom
from unreasonable constraints on the construction of one’s own identity’ [5]. Probably one
of the best examples of the latter are the principles and rules associated with the European
Data Protection Legislation [6] covered in the Law & Regulation CyBOK Knowledge Area [7].
All of these conceptualisations are of great importance to deﬁne and understand the boundaries of privacy and its role for society. However, their abstract and context-free nature often
makes them not actionable for system designers who need to select technologies to ensure
that privacy is supported in their systems.
To address this gap, in this knowledge area, we conceptualise privacy in a similar way as security engineering conceptualises security problems [8, 9]. We consider that privacy concerns,
and the solutions that can address them, are deﬁned by the adversarial model considered by
the designer, the nature of the information to be protected, and the nature of the protection
mechanism itself. Typical examples of adversarial models can be: third-party services with
whom data are shared are not trusted, the service provider itself is not trusted with private
data of the users, or users of a service should not learn private data from other users. Typical examples of private data to be protected from these adversaries can be: the content of
users’ communications, their service usage patterns, or the mere existence of users and/or
their actions. Finally, typical examples of protection means can be techniques that enable
information availability to be controlled, such as access control settings, or techniques to
hide information, such as Encryption.
This knowledge area is structured as follows. The ﬁrst part, comprising three sections, considers three different privacy paradigms that have given rise to different classes of privacy
technologies. The ﬁrst is privacy as conﬁdentiality (Section 1), in which the privacy goal is to
hide information from the adversary. We revise technological approaches to hide both data
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and Metadata, and approaches to hinder the adversary’s ability to perform inferences using
the data that cannot be hidden. The second is privacy as informational control (Section 2),
in which the goal is to provide users with the means to decide what information they will
expose to the adversary. We revise technologies that support users in their privacy-oriented
decisions and techniques that help them express their preferences when interacting with digital services. Finally, we introduce privacy as transparency (Section 3), in which the goal is to
inform the user about what data she has exposed and who has accessed or processed these
data. We revise solutions that show users their digital footprint, and solutions that support
accountability through secure logging.
The privacy requirements that deﬁne the privacy goals in the paradigms mentioned above
are often context dependent. That is, revealing a particular piece of information may be acceptable in some environments but not in others. For instance, disclosing a rare disease is
not considered a privacy concern in an interaction with a doctor but would be considered a
privacy violation in a commercial interaction. Nissembaum formalizes this concept as contextual integrity [10], which explicitly addresses an information ﬂow may present different
privacy needs depending on the entities exchanging this information or the environment in
which it is exchanged. We note that once the requirement for a ﬂow are clear (including the
adversarial model), a designer can directly apply the technologies described in this chapter.
The second part of the knowledge area is devoted to illustrating how privacy technologies can
be used to support democracy and civil liberties (Section 4). We consider two core examples:
systems for secure voting and to circumvent censorship. For the former, privacy of the votes
is imperative for the functionality itself. For the latter, privacy of communication partners is
necessary to ensure that content cannot be blocked by a censor.
We acknowledge that privacy technologies can be used in to support illicit (e.g., distribution of
child pornography) or anti-social behaviors (e.g., cyberbullying), as described in the Adversarial Behaviours CyBOK Knowledge Area [11]. While there exist solutions to selectively revoke
the protection provided by privacy technologies, these are strongly discouraged by privacy
researchers and privacy advocates. The reason is that adding backdoors or escrow possibilities to ease law enforcement, inherently weakens the security of the privacy-preserving
systems as they can also be exploited by malicious actors to undermine user’s rights. Therefore, we do not consider these techniques within this document.
We conclude the knowledge area by outlining the steps involved in the engineering of privacypreserving systems (5). We provide guidelines for engineers to make informed choices about
architectural and privacy technologies. These guidelines can help system designers to build
systems in which the users’ privacy does not depend on a centralised entity that may become
a single point of failure.
We note that many of the privacy technologies we revise in this knowledge area rely on the
cryptographic concepts introduced in the Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]. Throughout this knowledge area, we assume that the reader is familiar with these basic concepts and
avoid repeating cryptographic deﬁnitions and reiterating on the explanation of common primitives.
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CONTENT
1

PRIVACY AS CONFIDENTIALITY
[13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20]

In a technical re-interpretation of the ‘right to be let alone’ [2] privacy deﬁnition, a common
conceptualisation of privacy is to avoid making personal information accessible to any entity,
in particular to a wider public [8]. Under this deﬁnition, the objective of privacy technologies
is to enable the use of services while minimising the amount of exposed information. Here,
information refers to both data exchanged explicitly with the service, as well as information
made implicitly available in the Metadata associated with these exchanges (e.g., identity of
the users or frequency of usage).

1.1

Data Conﬁdentiality

We now describe two approaches to minimise the amount of exposed information. We ﬁrst
present methods that provably prevent unauthorised access to information, typically based
on the use of advanced cryptographic primitives to ensure that no data can be inferred. Second, we present disclosure control methods, which relax the Conﬁdentiality deﬁnition to ensure that the information leaked to the adversary is limited to a certain amount, or is not
linkable to an individual person.
1.1.1

Cryptography-based access control

A ﬁrst ﬂavour of Conﬁdentiality-oriented privacy technologies focus on protecting the data
through the use of cryptography. These technologies mainly consider two adversary models:
one where the recipient is considered trusted and the data have to be protected while in
transit, and one in which the recipient is not trusted and the data must be kept private even
when it is processed.
Protecting data in transit. The protection of data in transit is typically known as end-to-end
encryption (E2EE). Here, an end refers to the origin and destination of the communication.
For instance, the sender and receiver of an email, or the client and server of a service. E2EE
ensures that the Conﬁdentiality of data is ensured between both ends. That is, no third party,
from the routers in the communication infrastructure, to the application (e.g., email, messaging) servers that enable the communication, can access the communication. Additionally, E2EE typically provides Integrity, impeding any intermediary from modifying the data exchanged, and Authentication, ensuring that the communication parties can be sure of each
others’ identity.
From a technical perspective, in E2EE the devices at the end of the communication hold the
Encryption key used to protect the data. Usually, these are symmetric encryption keys and
can be agreed using key transport, or can be established using any modality of the DifﬁeHellman exchange. The use of Difﬁe-Hellman to agree one key per session additionally provides forward secrecy, but one must be careful when implementing the exchange [21]. Typically, Digital Signatures and Message Authentication Codes are used to provide Integrity and
authentication. Canonical examples of E2EE encryption are the TLS protocol [22], widely
used in client-server scenarios; or the PGP protocol, a common encryption mechanism for
email communications [23].
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A special type of E2EE is Off-the-Record Messaging (OTR) [14].1 OTR seeks to provide stronger
privacy properties than the above protocols. It considers an adversary that can not only observe the communication, but also eventually compromise one of the devices participating
in the communication. This compromise gives the adversary the chance to get the long-term
keys of the participants. In such a demanding scenario the two main goals of OTR are to
provide i) perfect forward secrecy and ii) repudiable Authentication, which permits a user to
deny having sent a message in the past. The protocol derives the cryptographic keys used
for the conversation using an unauthenticated Difﬁe-Hellman key exchange. Then, the participants carry out a mutual authentication inside the protected channel, which guarantees the
future repudiability. Encryption keys are rotated, and old keys are deleted, so as to maintain
forward secrecy. Current OTR protocols also include strong protection against man-in-themiddle attacks, even if the participants do not pre-share secrets [24, 25].
Finally, we can remark that E2EE is nowadays prevalent in instant messaging applications
such as Signal, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, or Viber. All of these applications are based
on the so-called Signal Protocol (previously known as Axolotl or TextSecure) [26]. Similar to
OTR, this protocol provides authenticated messaging between users with end-to-end Conﬁdentiality, and messages are kept secret even if the messaging server is compromised, and
even if the user’s long-term keys are compromised. These properties rely on an authenticated
key exchange protocol that mixes multiple Difﬁe-Hellman shared secrets, and on a protocol
to refresh the keys called double ratcheting [18]. Cohn-Gordon et al. provided in [27] a detailed
description of this protocol, including a formal analysis.
Note that all of the above protocols only offer strong guarantees as long as the mechanisms
to authenticate the communication parties work as expected. For instance, the Conﬁdentiality provided by TLS relies on services keeping their keys secret and the Public Key Infrastructure operating reliably, so that the communication parties can be authenticated. Similarly,
WhatsApp’s Conﬁdentiality relies on the fact that phone numbers are hard to spoof and, thus,
users are sure that the recipient of their message is their intended interlocutor.
Protection of data during processing. The previous protocols focus on protecting data in
transit from third parties other than the communication participants. We now consider situations in which the recipient needs to perform some computation on the data, even though
she is considered adversarial. We distinguish two scenarios: one in which computation is
completely outsourced and one in which the sender participates in the computation.
In the ﬁrst scenario, commonly known as outsourcing, the data belong to the sender and
the recipient acts as the data processor. Typical examples are the use of cloud services
to compute on big data, e.g., privacy-preserving training and classiﬁcation using machine
learning [28], or to hold a database in which the sender wants to perform searches [29]. The
solutions to this problem are based on advanced cryptographic protocols. We now illustrate
the use of these protocols in a couple of examples, and we refer the reader to the Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12] for more details on the technical details of the underlying
primitives.
A common problem when outsourcing services is that accessing particular pieces of outsourced data may reveal information about the user to the entity holding the data. For instance, accessing a given entry on a patent database reveals business intentions; and accessing a particular entry in a messaging directory reveals relationships between users. This
problem can be mitigated by using Private Information Retrieval (see the Cryptography Cy1

https://otr.cypherpunks.ca/
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BOK Knowledge Area [12]), which allows a database to be queried without revealing which
record is being accessed. An example use case for information retrieval is the creation of
privacy-preserving directories for social networks [30, 31, 32].
Another example where remote processing is needed comprises digital shops or digital banking, where a server returns information to a user depending on the inputs. The shop needs
to process payments and then ship the digital item; and the bank provides money, or makes
a payment, upon authentication. Users’ shopping patterns, however, may reveal a lot about
their proﬁles. In this case, Oblivious Transfer (see the Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]),
in which a service can transfer an item without knowing which item is being transferred, can
be used to support privacy-preserving interactions [33, 34].
The previous techniques are useful for particular operations: search an item on a database,
transfer that item. Ideally, we would like to be able to perform any operation on outsourced
data. A very relevant technology for this is Homomorphic encryption encryption (see the
Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]). This type of encryption allows any operation on
encrypted data to be performed. Such ﬂexibility, however, comes at a high cost in terms of
computation time, and for some implementations also in terms of bandwidth, thus making
it far from practical at this point. Less general versions such as somewhat homomorphic
encryption or partially homomorphic encryption, which only permit limited operations (sums,
multiplications or evaluating a given function) provide better trade-offs and can already be
used for simple concrete tasks.
We note that in recent years, the privacy-preserving cryptographic primitives above have been
combined with new secure hardware [35, 36] in order to improve performance. While this
combination indeed brings the performance of privacy-preserving cryptography closer to the
benchmarks needed for deployment, it is important to highlight that such an improvement
comes at the expense of trusting the manufacturer of the secure hardware not to leak the
information (or the key) to unintended parties.
In the case of database outsourcing, it is worth mentioning tailored solutions that combine
different types of privacy-preserving cryptography in order to increase efﬁciency [37]. These
databases rely on techniques such as homomorphic encryption, order-preserving encryption [38, 39], or deterministic encryption, among others. These schemes indeed provide great
performance. However, it has been demonstrated that choosing weaker cryptographic primitives to favour efﬁciency may have a signiﬁcant impact on privacy [40, 41, 42, 43]. Therefore,
they are only recommended to support compliance, and should only be deployed in a trusted
environment where attacks are unlikely. It is not recommended to use them in scenarios
where data privacy is of critical importance and the entity that holds the database is not
trusted.
The second scenario is collaborative computation, i.e., the entities involved in the communication collaborate to perform the computation. The result of this computation may be of
interest for the sender, for the receiver, for both, or for third parties. Yet, if the participants do
not trust each other, i.e., for a given entity, any of the other participants may be considered
an adversary. Typical applications are comparing databases or computing statistics across
datasets [44, 45]. Such applications can be supported by Multi Party Computation (see the
Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]), as described by Archer et al. in [46]. When the
goal of the application is to ﬁnd similarities between two databases (e.g., contacts [47, 48],
malicious activities [49], or genetic information [50]), one can also use lighter protocols such
as Private Set Intersection [51, 52, 53]. These protocols allow two parties to compute the
intersection of datasets without revealing anything except the intersection, or the cardinality
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of the intersection.
Veriﬁcation in the encrypted domain. When data are processed in the encrypted domain,
it is hard for the entities performing the computation to run any check on the adequacy of
the inputs. To solve this problem, many primitives build on Zero-Knowledge Proofs (see the
Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]) to prove to the entity performing the computation
that the inputs comply with a certain format or with certain constraints. We now describe
three cases in which veriﬁcation in the encrypted domain is key to enabling the use of privacypreserving cryptographic protocols.
Private computation - input veriﬁcation. Zero knowledge proofs are very well suited to ensuring that the input to a privacy-preserving protocol is of a particular form or is not malicious.
For instance, they have been used, among others, to prove the adequacy of inputs in billing applications, e.g., that they belong to a set of valid inputs [54], or are within particular ranges [55],
to prove that there are no malicious inputs when requesting information from a messaging
system [56], or when running a private intersection protocol [57].
Private authentication. To maintain Conﬁdentiality, entities participating in protocols may
want to authenticate their communication partners. However, typical Authentication systems
are based on revealing the identity of the authenticating party. Revealing one’s identity, in and
of itself, may result in a privacy breach (e.g., when the authentication is against a sensitive
service, such as a medical service). A solution to avoid this problem is the use of Anonymous
Credentials, also known as Attribute-Based Credentials (ABCs) [58, 15, 59].
Instead of authenticating an entity with respect to an identity in order to grant authorisation,
ABCs enable the entity to prove possession of a combination of different attributes to obtain
the same authorisation. This proof does not reveal any additional information about the entity
authenticating, nor does it reveal the concrete values of the attributes. Furthermore, ABCs
are unlinkable between contexts. In other words, credentials look different every time they
are shown, such that different showings cannot be linked to each other.
While from the point of view of privacy, ABCs bring many advantages, they also introduce
new challenges. Anonymity may open the door to misbehaviour. Unfortunately, the strong
Anonymity and Unlinkability properties provided by original ABCs do not allow an authority
to limit or revoke authorisation for misbehaving users. In response, several schemes have
appeared that provide capabilities to limit the amount of times that a credential can be used
before the user is identiﬁable [60]; capabilities to blacklist credentials so that access can be
temporarily revoked [61, 62]; or capabilities to completely revoke the credentials [63].
There exist several implementations of ABCs [64, 65] available under diverse licenses. These
implementations offer different subsets of the functionalities mentioned above.
Private payments. Veriﬁcation of encrypted data is also key to enabling privacy-preserving
payments, in which the payer may have to prove to the buyer, for instance, that he has enough
funds without revealing the exact amount. Early digital cash systems relied on Blind Signatures (see the Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]) to enable banks to sign e-coins [16].
In a nutshell, to extend an e-coin to a client, a bank would blindly sign a random value. To
spend the e-coin, the client would give this number to the seller, who could redeem it at the
bank. By storing the random number, banks can detect double spending, but not identify the
double spender.
More recent privacy-preserving payment schemes, like the blockchain-based Zerocash [66,
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67] system, include more information in the transactions to provide better guarantees. In
each transaction, the user proves, in zero knowledge, that she owns the e-coins input to the
transaction; that each one of the input e-coins was either recently mined (minted in Zerocash
terms) or was the output of a previous transaction; and that the input and output values of the
transaction are the same, i.e., no money would be lost. For the sake of efﬁciency, Zerocash
relies on particularly efﬁcient zero-knowledge proofs called zero-knowledge Succinct Noninteractive ARguments of Knowledge (ZK-SNARK) systems [68]. These proofs are shorter
(in the order of hundreds of bytes) and relatively fast to verify.
1.1.2

Obfuscation-based inference control

The protocols discussed in the previous section provide strong (cryptographic) guarantees
regarding the Conﬁdentiality of data. Such strong protection, however, comes at the cost
of efﬁciency and ﬂexibility. On one hand, privacy-preserving cryptographic primitives require
signiﬁcant resources in terms of computation and/or bandwidth. On the other hand, they
narrow down the type of processing that can be done on data. This is inherent to cryptographic constructions that ﬁx inputs and outputs, and strictly deﬁne what information will be
available after the protocol is executed.
In this section, we describe approaches to protect data Conﬁdentiality based on obfuscating
the data exposed to an adversary. These techniques provide a more relaxed deﬁnition of Conﬁdentiality than cryptography, in the sense that they cannot completely conceal information.
Instead, their goal is to provide a way to control the extent to which an adversary can make
inferences about users’ sensitive information. In fact, for most of these techniques, the level
of protection depends on the concrete data and adversarial knowledge. Thus, it is important
to run an ad-hoc analysis for the inference capability, as explained in Section 5. Also, we
note that the privacy gained from these techniques is based on limiting the information available to one’s adversary. Consequently, these techniques reduce the amount of information
available for anyone and, hence, may have an impact on utility if the purpose of the application is based on sensitive information, e.g., ﬁnding matches on dating applications. However,
we note that when the sensitive information is not crucial for the purpose of the application
these techniques may be deployed without affecting utility, e.g., a weather application that
can operate using very rudimentary location data.
Obfuscation-based inference control techniques are not suitable for protecting data in transit, but can be used to support privacy-preserving outsourcing, privacy-preserving collaborative computations, and privacy-preserving publishing. There are four main techniques to
obfuscate data, as described below. We note that these techniques are mostly oriented to
obfuscate numerical or categorical ﬁelds. Obfuscating more complex content, such as free
text, is a much more difﬁcult task due to correlations that are hard to remove in a systematic
manner. To date, there are no known techniques that can reliably anonymise free text. However, these techniques are quite effective at reducing the information leaked by Metadata, as
we discuss in Section 1.2.
For the sake of illustration, let us take the following microdata ﬁle as a current example. This
is a very simple example, and we stress that the techniques introduced below can be applied
to many types of data formats and domains.
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Name

Age

Gender

ZIP

Salary

Alice
Bob
Carla
Diana
Eve
Frank
Gerald

21
32
25
64
34
37
19

Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female

21345
25669
18934
21223
18022
25321
18235

51300
67400
51500
60200
73400
55800
68900

Table 1: An example database

Anonymisation. A common technique used to permit data processing without risk for individuals is data anonymisation. Anonymisation, as its name indicates, seeks to decouple
identity from information. The idea is that removing identifying information from data points
makes them unlinkable (i.e., they cannot be grouped as belonging to the same entity), thus
hindering the ability of the adversary to perform inferences from the data.
However, achieving full Anonymity is extremely difﬁcult. In fact, when a dataset can be declared anonymous remains unclear. Data in and on themselves contains enough information
to correlate different attributes and/or records on a database. Given these groups, there are
many techniques to re-identify individuals behind the data release. A key insight into understanding the difﬁculty of anonymisation is the uniqueness of individual’s data patterns [69,
70]. There may be many combinations of the information released in a dataset that are unique
to an individual. These are called quasi-identiﬁers. Finding quasi-identiﬁers enables the reidentiﬁed data by mapping them to identifying information in other data sources [71, 19]. Thus,
anonymisation is commonly combined with the obfuscation techniques described below to
limit the risk of re-identiﬁcation.
At this point in the knowledge area, it is worth referring to the notion of k-anonymity, which
advocates combining generalisation and suppression in order to ensure that records on a
database are anonymous among (i.e., indistinguishable from) at least other k entries in the
same dataset [72]. For instance, in the example above, one can generalise the ZIP code to
achieve two-anonymity:
Name

Age

Gender

ZIP

Salary

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

21
32
25
64
34
37
19

Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female

21*
25*
18*
21*
18*
25*
18*

51300
67400
51500
60200
73400
55800
68900

Table 2: Anonymization: A two-anonymous database through generalisation
While this notion is promising, there are several factors that make it unappealing and hard
to use in practice. First, due to the uniqueness of the problem mentioned above, obtaining kanonymity may require an unacceptable amount of generalisation in the database. Second,
depending on the application, k-anonymity may not actually prevent inference of sensitive
attributes. This is illustrated in our running example in the Gender column. Even though
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the generalisation in the ZIP code ensures two-anonymity, the adversary knows with a 100%
probability the gender of the users in each ZIP area, e.g., all users living in 21* are women.
Similarly, the adversary learns that females in their 20s earn approximately 51000.
To address this issue, researchers argue that privacy not only requires k-anonymity, but also
l-diversity, which ensures that for each k anonymous individual, there are at least l possible
values for the sensitive attribute [73]. Researchers have also shown that l-diversity can be
broken and so-called t-closeness, where the set of sensitive attributes is not only diverse but
follows the general distribution for this attribute across a population, is needed [74].
The k-anonymity notion is very popular in health-related applications [75]. It has also been
adapted to ﬁelds other than databases [76, 77].
Generalisation. This technique consists in reducing the precision with which data are shared,
with the goal of reducing the accuracy of the adversary’s inferences. Generalisation can
be achieved via a direct precision reduction of the shared values, or a bucketisation (i.e.,
a mapping from values to ranges) before data are released. This technique has been applied,
among others, for database anonymisation [72], reducing the precision of the values in the
different cells; or in private web searches [78], where words are mapped to the closest word
of a pre-deﬁned set.
Name

Age

Gender

ZIP

Salary

Alice
Bob
Carla
Diana
Eve
Frank
Gerald

10–30
30–40
20–30
60–70
30–40
30–40
10–20

Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female

21***
25***
18***
21***
18***
25***
18***

51300
67400
51500
60200
73400
55800
68900

Table 3: Generalisation: Reducing the precision of the ZIP code to the ﬁrst two digits; reducing the precision of the Age column via bucketisation.

Suppression. This technique consists in suppressing part of the information before it is
made available to the adversary. The rationale behind suppression is that the fewer the data
are provided to the adversary, the more difﬁcult is for her to make inferences. The suppression strategy, which decides which information to hide, is key for the level of privacy protection that such a scheme may provide. For instance, suppressing information at random is
unlikely to destroy the patterns in the data that allow for inferences. Thus, unless most of the
data are deleted, this strategy seldom provides good protection. A common strategy is small
count suppression, where aggregated values below a threshold are not reported. The level
of protection of this strategy depends on the type of access to the data and the knowledge
of the adversary [79]. Other suppression strategies, tailored to the nature of the data under
consideration and their characteristics [80, 81] provide better privacy results. This technique
has been applied, among others, for database anonymisation [72], to hide some of the values
in the different cells; or in location data publishing [80], to hide location samples that provide
too much information.
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Name

Age

Gender

ZIP

Salary

Alice
Bob
Carla
Diana
Eve
Frank
Gerald

21
32
25
64
34
37
19

Female
Male
*
*
Female
*
Female

21345
25669
18934
21223
18022
25321
18235

51300
67400
51500
60200
73400
55800
68900

Table 4: Suppression: Suppression of the Gender attribute for 50% of the records.

Dummy addition. This technique consists in adding fake data points, so-called dummies, to
the data made available to the adversary in order to hide which are the real samples. The
idea is that, as the adversary considers fake points when running the attack, her inference
will have errors. For this defense to be effective, fake points have to be indistinguishable from
real points. Ideally, from the point of the view of the adversary, any sample should look like
a real or dummy one with equal probability. However, creating such indistinguishable points
tends to be difﬁcult [82], and the adversary can easily ﬁlter them out. Thus, this technique is
useful in very few domains. Dummy addition techniques have been used to increase privacy
in web searches [78, 83] or to protect databases from inferences [84].
Name

Age

Gender

ZIP

Salary

Alice
Bob
Carla
Donald
Diana
Eve
Frank
Goofy
Gerald
Minnie

21
32
25
54
64
34
37
61
19
23

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female

21345
25669
18934
25669
21223
18022
25321
21346
18235
18456

51300
67400
51500
53500
60200
73400
55800
41500
68900
62900

Table 5: Dummy addition: Adding 50% of fake records (in red).

Perturbation. Perturbation techniques inject noise into the data made available to the adversary. The noise is aimed at reducing the adversary’s inference performance. Similar to suppression techniques, the strategy used to introduce noise plays a crucial role in the level of privacy provided. Initial schemes drew noise from many kinds of random distributions [85, 86]
and added them to the data. This approach was not really effective, as an adversary with
knowledge of the noise distribution could infer the original data values with reasonable accuracy and thus risked leaking more information than intended.
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Name

Age

Gender

ZIP

Salary

Alice
Bob
Carla
Diana
Eve
Frank
Gerald

21
32
25
64
34
37
19

Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female

21345
25669
18934
21223
18022
25321
18235

51345
67863
51053
60302
74558
55005
69425

Table 6: Perturbation: Obfuscating salary with noise drawn from a normal distribution
N(0,1000).
Currently, the gold standard in perturbation-based techniques is to add noise to achieve socalled differential privacy. The main goal of this technique is to address the limitations of
data anonymisation techniques for publishing such as the aforementioned k-anonymity.
Differential privacy, introduced by Dwork [87], is a privacy deﬁnition originally intended to enable the design of techniques that permit maximising accuracy when querying statistical information (mean, variance, median etc.) about users on a database while minimising the risk
of unintended inferences. Rather than a property of a dataset (like the techniques above), differential privacy is a property of a mechanism used to output the answers to queries against
a dataset. An algorithm is differentially private if, by looking at the result of the query, the
adversary cannot distinguish whether an individual’s data were included in the analysis or
not. More formally, an algorithm A provides -differential privacy if, for all datasets D1 and
D2 that differ on a single element (i.e., the data of one individual), and all possible outputs S
of the algorithm:
Pr[A(D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ e × Pr[A(D2 ) ∈ S],.
Differential privacy ensures that, given a perturbed data sample, the adversary gains a negligible amount of new information about the original data sample with respect to the her prior
knowledge, regardless of what this prior knowledge was. There exist a number of algorithms
to ensure that differential privacy is met for a variety of queries [17].
Differential privacy is an extremely useful deﬁnition because it gives a formal framework to
reason about the amount of information a powerful adversary might be able to infer about
individuals in the data, regardless of the adversary’s prior knowledge. However, it must be
noted that:
• Differential privacy provides a relative guarantee, as opposed to an absolute privacy
protection. This means that the protection provided is regarding the prior knowledge
of the adversary. If the adversary already has full knowledge, differential privacy will
not improve privacy. In other words, differential privacy ensures that the release of data
does not worsen the privacy loss of a user or population by more than a set threshold.
However, this does not automatically ensure that a user’s privacy is preserved overall.
Therefore, to claim privacy, it is important to not only ensure that a scheme provides
a given guarantee, but also computes the adversarial error on the inferences so as to
ensure that users’ sensitive information is actually protected (see Section 5).
• One of the current practical challenges of differential privacy is to determine what values of  provide an acceptable level of privacy. The level of protection of crucially de-
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pends on the value of this parameter. This means that merely fulﬁlling the differential
privacy deﬁnition with arbitrary parameter values does not directly guarantee that the
adversary does not learn too much new information from the data. It is important to
ensure that the value of  is such that the probabilities for different inferences are actually indistinguishable. For example, if  = 3, this only ensures that the ratio between
the probability of observing a result when an individual is, or is not, in the dataset is:
Pr[A(D1 ) ∈ S]/ Pr[A(D2 ) ∈ S] ≤ e3 = 20.08. This probabilistic difference can typically be detected by classical statistical detectors, or any modern machine-learning
classiﬁer. In general,  values greater than one deserve a closer look to verify that the
algorithms provide the sought level of protection.
• The amount of noise required to hinder inferences on the data depends on the so-called
sensitivity of the algorithm. Sensitivity measures how much a change in the input will
change the output of the algorithm A. When the input is a database and the output a
statistical function, small input changes have little inﬂuence on the output and, thus, a
small amount of noise is enough to make the algorithm differentially private. We note,
however, that when differentially private algorithms are applied to protect the privacy of
a single sample instead of to the result of a statistical query on a database, the sensitivity may be much higher. Thus, only a large amount of noise may ensure protection. For
instance, when differential privacy is applied to obfuscate a user’s reported position to
obtain location privacy, protection may be less than expected if the parameters are not
carefully chosen [88].
• Differential privacy provides a worst-case guarantee, which means that the amount of
noise introduced is tailored to bound the leakage given by the data point in the dataset
that provides the most information to the adversary with the best knowledge. This
means that in an average case the amount of noise is larger than needed. Recent studies have been working towards tighter bounds that permit reduction in the noise required to provide a desired protection level [89].
The differential privacy notion has been extended to account for metrics other than the Hamming distance (i.e., distinguishing whether one individual is in a database or not) [90]. Perturbations with differential privacy guarantees have been used to protect, among others, privacy
in collaborative learning [91], or locations when querying location-based services [92]. It has
also been recently adopted by the US to protect census data [93].
Finally, it is important to remark that for many real cases, one of these inference controls
cannot provide enough privacy on its own. Therefore, typically one needs to combine several
of these techniques to limit the numbers of inferences that can be made.

1.2

Metadata Conﬁdentiality

In the previous section, we discussed means to protect the Conﬁdentiality of the contents
of messages, databases, queries, etc. These techniques are essential to ensure privacy. Yet,
they do not protect against an adversary that uses the Metadata to infer sensitive information
about individuals. Concretely, there are three types of metadata that have been demonstrated
to be extremely vulnerable to privacy attacks: trafﬁc metadata, associated to the communication infrastructure; device metadata, associated with the platform generating the data, and
location metadata, associated with the physical location from which data is generated.
In this section, we discuss the privacy risks associated with these types of metadata and the
relevant controls to address these risks.
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Trafﬁc Metadata. Network-layer information, such as the identities of the participants in the
communication (IP addresses), the amount and timing of the data transferred, or the duration
of the connection, is accessible to observers even if communications are encrypted or obfuscated. This information, commonly known as trafﬁc data, can be exploited to deduce potentially sensitive private information about the communication. For instance, in an e-health
context, messages are generally encrypted to preserve patients’ privacy. However, the mere
fact that a patient is seen communicating with a specialised doctor can reveal highly sensitive information even when the messages themselves cannot be decrypted. Conﬁdential
communications are not only desirable for personal reasons, but they also play an important
role in corporate environments. The browsing habits of a company’s employees (e.g., accessing a given patent from a patent database) can be used to infer the company’s future lines
of investment, thus giving an advantage to their competitors. Finally, even if the identity of
the communicating parties is innocuous, encrypted ﬂows can reveal search keywords [94] or
even conversations [95].
A technique to protect trafﬁc data is the use of anonymous communications networks. These
networks are typically formed by a series of relays such that communications do not travel
directly from origin to destination, but are sent from relay to relay. These relays also change
the appearance of a message through means of Encryption to provide bitwise Unlinkability,
i.e., to ensure that packets cannot be linked just by looking at their bit content; they can also
change trafﬁc patterns by introducing delays, re-packaging messages, or introducing dummy
trafﬁc.
Anonymous communications networks follow different designs regarding how the infrastructure is built (by users or dedicated relays), how they consider communications (messagebased vs. ﬂow-based), or how they reroute messages (deciding a route at the source, or
letting relays decide on routing), among others. In the following, we focus on the two most
known anonymous communications network types which have real-world deployment. We
refer readers to the surveys by Danezis et al. [96] for a historical overview of anonymous communications and by Shirazi et al. [20] for a comprehensive overview of more recent anonymous communication systems.
The most popular anonymous communication network is Tor2 [97]. The core element of the
Tor Network are Onion Routers (ORs), which are essentially routers that forward encrypted
data. ORs encrypt, respectively, decrypt packets along the way to achieve bitwise unlinkability, as detailed below. When a user who wants to anonymously access an Internet service
through the Tor network, she installs a Tor client in her device. This software builds a circuit of connections over three ORs, called entry, middle and exit nodes, and the client routes
encrypted trafﬁc to the destination server through this circuit.
Tor uses so-called onion encryption, in which the client establishes a secret key with each
of the ORs in the circuit using an adapted version of authenticated Difﬁe-Helmann (see the
Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]). Every packet routed through the circuit gets encrypted with these three keys, ﬁrst with the exit OR’s key, then the middle OR’s key, and ﬁnally
that of the entry OR. When the message travels through the circuit, the nodes ‘peel’ each layer
of encryption until the original packet is sent to the destination. The server sends data to the
client using the same circuit, but in the inverse order; i.e., the server encrypts the message
in layers that are decrypted by exit, middle, and entry ORs. In order to support low-latency
applications, Onion Routers do not impose delays on the messages they receive and resend.
Thus, trafﬁc patterns are conserved while packets travel through the network. This enables
2

https://www.torproject.org/
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an adversary with the capability to observe both ends of the communication (i.e., the entry
and exit nodes) to correlate incoming and outgoing ﬂows in order to link the origin and destination of communications [98].
At this point it is important to highlight the difference between using Tor and using a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). Both technologies give the protection against an adversary that observes only one side of the communication, and both fail to protect against an adversary
that can see both extremes. However, while in Tor no single relay can on itself learn the link
between sender and receiver (i.e., the trust model is decentralized), in a P3P the provider
actually knows this correspondence and thus is a single point of failure.
In order to destroy trafﬁc patterns and protect correlation attack relays in an anonymous communication, networks need to delay packets or add new ones. This is the principle behind
the design of mix networks [99]. As opposed to onion routing, where all the packets from
a communication are routed through a circuit, in mix-based communications routes are selected for every message. Then, when a mix relay receives a packet, instead of immediately
decrypting and send it to the next hop on the path, the message is delayed. How many messages are delayed is determined by a ﬁring condition, which is an event such as the arrival of
a message or the expiration of a timeout that causes the mix to forward some of the messages it has stored. Which messages are ﬁred depends on the batching strategy, which can
select all of the messages or a fraction according to a probabilistic function. Both mixes and
users can send dummy trafﬁc, which may be absorbed by other mixes or by the recipient.
A mix network designed to provide low latency is Loopix3 [100]. As opposed to Tor, where
users’ clients communicate directly with the Tor nodes, Loopix assumes that users communicate with providers that in turn send messages to each other through the Loopix anonymous
communication network. Providers choose a random route composed of Loopix routers and
send the message to the ﬁrst node. Similar to Tor, messages get encrypted with the keys of
each of these routers using the Sphinx packet format [101]. In addition to the Encryption, messages are assigned a delay for every relay they visit according to an exponential distribution.
Finally, providers inject dummy trafﬁc into the network by sending packets to themselves
via a Loopix path, so as to provide cover for real messages. The combination of providers
that hide mix messages from users sending (respectively receiving) messages at the same
time, delays and cover trafﬁc enable Loopix to provide provable guarantees regarding the
Unlinkability of the senders and receivers of messages.
Device Metadata. In today’s optimised Internet services, the concrete characteristics of
users’ devices are frequently sent along with their data requests in order to optimise the service providers’ responses. Even if users are anonymous on the network layer, these characteristics may become a quasi-identiﬁer that enables service providers to track users across the
web [102, 103]. This is because combinations of features such as the User Agent (the browser
software vendor, software revision, etc.), its Language, or the Plugins it has installed, or the
platform are mostly unique.4 .
Device or browser ﬁngerprinting is the systematic collection of this information for identiﬁcation and tracking purposes. A large number of attributes, such as browser and operating
system type and version, screen resolution, architecture type, and installed fonts, can be
collected directly, using client-side scripting and result in unique ﬁngerprints. When this information is not directly available, other techniques can be used to learn this information, as
3
4

https://katzenpost.mixnetworks.org/
https://amiunique.org/, https://panopticlick.eff.org/
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explained below.
As an illustrative example, let us consider the list of fonts installed on a particular user’s web
browser as an identiﬁer that enables tracking. There are two techniques to obtain the list of installed fonts, which is known to provide a good level of uniqueness. This is because browsers
install fonts on demand depending on the sites visited. Since users have different browsing
patters, their lists of installed fonts become different as well. Font ﬁngerprinting techniques
exploit the fact that if a font is installed, browsers will render it, but if not. browsers will revert
to monospace font. Thus, depending on whether a font is installed or not, sentences will be
rendered differently. In the ﬁrst technique, the tracking web sends a sentence to the browser
to be printed with a series of fonts. Then, the client-side script checks the size of each sentence. When the size is equal to the sentence printed in monospace, the tracker learns that
the font is not installed. A similar technique is called canvas ﬁngerprinting. In this case, the
tracker exploits the HTML5 Canvas feature, which renders pixels on the ﬂy. As before, different font size result in different pixel footprints. Measuring the result of the canvas rendering
the tracker can ascertain which fonts are installed in a browser.
Defending against device Metadata attacks while retaining utility is extremely difﬁcult. On the
hand, hiding these metadata from service providers has an impact on the performance of the
services, since it limits personalisation and deteriorates the rendering of information. On the
other hand, it is hard to establish which combination of features would actually make users
indistinguishable from other users. This is because we have no knowledge of the distribution
of ﬁngerprints in order to imitate one of them, and trying combinations at random runs the
risk of being as unique as the original ﬁngerprint [104]. Therefore, mechanisms need to be
carefully crafted and evaluated [105].
We note that besides tracking based on metadata, trackers also use a series of techniques
based on the use of cookies. For instance, web pages can include cookies from third parties,
which allows these parties to detect when users revisit a page [106]. Third parties can also
use cookie syncing, whereby, besides adding their own tracking, webs redirect cookies to
other trackers to inform them of where the users are going [107]. Finally, there exist pervasive mechanisms to install cookie-like information that cannot be removed by cleaning the
browser’s cache [13].
Location metadata. Finally, a user’s geographical location revealed to online services can be
used to infer sensitive information. This information can be revealed explicitly, for example,
when the user makes queries to location-based services to ﬁnd nearby points of interest
or friends; or implicitly, for example, when GPS coordinates are associated with photos or
content published on social networks, or inferred from the access point used to access the
Internet.
Clustering techniques to ﬁnd groups of nearby points where the user spends not signiﬁcant
amounts of time can be used to infer users’ points of interest such as where they live, where
they work or their favourite leisure places. In many cases, points of interest can be used
as quasi-identiﬁers for users. For instance, the three most commonly visited locations are
unique to a user in a majority of cases, even when the locations are provided on a more
general level (e.g., US counties) [108]. Similarly, the types and patterns of locations visited
can be used to infer demographic data about users such as age or gender [109]. Furthermore,
once movement patterns have been characterised, they can be used to predict individuals’
future movements [110].
There are two kinds of defence for protecting location Metadata in the literature. The ﬁrst
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relies on cryptographic techniques to process location-based services’ queries (see Section 1.1.1). For instance, users can privately learn whether a friend is nearby. This service
can be realised by Homomorphic encryption encryption [111], private equality testing [112] or
private threshold set intersection [113]. The second kind of defence is based on the obfuscation techniques described in Section 1.1.2 in order to control the inferences that an adversary draws from the location data. For instance, user’s location can be hidden [114], i.e., not
reported to the provider; perturbed [115], i.e., reporting a location different from the user’s actual position; generalised [116], i.e., reported with less precision; or accompanied by dummy
locations so that the user’s real movement patterns cannot be identiﬁed [117].

2

PRIVACY AS CONTROL
[118][119][120]

In the previous section, we discussed privacy technologies that keep data conﬁdential, by
minimising the collection of data and/or minimising the amount of information that can be
inferred from any released data. A wider notion of privacy, which is usually referenced in
regulations, broadens privacy from the notion of concealment of personal information, to
the ability to control what happens with the information that is revealed [4, 6].
The idea behind the shift from technologies that minimise disclosure to technologies that
provide the means to control information use, is that in many cases, revealing data may be
unavoidable or perceived as beneﬁcial to the data subject. Thus, it is advisable to consider
the use of technologies that address two major concerns: i) enable users to express how
they expect that data disclosed to the service provider are used, so as to prevent undesirable
processing of these data; and ii) enable organisations to deﬁne and enforce policies that
prevent the misuse of information, as deﬁned by the users.
In this section, we revise techniques that have been designed under the privacy as control
paradigm. We focus on techniques for the creation and conﬁguration of good privacy settings
that help users express their preferences with respect to data disclosure and processing;
and techniques that support the automated negotiation of privacy policies across services.
Because much of the protection relies on trust, privacy technologies that enhance privacy
in a system through improved control are less numerous and varied than those designed to
achieve Conﬁdentiality.
It is important to highlight that these techniques inherently trust the service provider that
collects the data to correctly enforce the policies established by the user with respect to
third parties, as well as not to abuse the collected data itself. Also, as noted by Acquisti et
al. [118], providing users with tools to control information ﬂows can reduce risk perception
and increase risk-taking, effectively reducing the overall privacy of users.
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2.1

Support for privacy settings conﬁguration

Privacy settings are those controls in a web service that allow users to express their preferences regarding how data should be revealed to other users, shared with third parties, and
processed by the service providers. Madejski et al. have shown that the complexity of these
privacy settings makes them barely usable by individuals [119]. This lack of usability causes
users to misconﬁgure their privacy settings, i.e., establish conﬁgurations that do not match
their expectations. This in turn results in unintended disclosure of data. We refer readers to
the Human Factors CyBOK Knowledge Area [121] for further information about the impact of
usability of systems on security and privacy.
To counter this problem, researchers have proposed a number of techniques whose goal is to
identify groups of individuals that share certain characteristics, and then establish the most
adequate settings for each user group. One area of research suggests letting security and
privacy experts deﬁne what are the best policies are. [122]. This approach, however, is difﬁcult
to generalise from targeted groups to the general population, and in many cases may result in
strategies that overestimate the need for protection. This in turn limits too much the sharing
and processing of data, thus rendering systems unusable. Other proposals advocate for
using machine-learning techniques to infer adequate settings for a user based on the social
graph of a user’s friends and acquaintances [101]. This technique, however, requires users,
or a centralised recommender system, to know a user’s social graph in order to perform
the inferences, which raises privacy concerns in itself. A third approach does not require
knowledge of a user’s social graph, but tries to ﬁnd adequate privacy settings by looking at a
larger set of users. [123]. As opposed to the previous technique, a user’s suggested settings
preference is derived from generic data. These techniques have been shown to be prone
to produce policies that are valid for the majority of users, but often discriminate against
user groups with speciﬁc privacy requirements such as activists or persons of public interest.
Furthermore, ML-based techniques often augment and perpetuate biases present in the data
from which the initial policies are inferred. A ﬁnal research areas suggests crowdsourcing
the optimum composition of these policies [124]. These techniques are more ﬂexible in the
sense that users have more leeway to inﬂuence the policies. However, they are still inﬂuenced
by majority votes and may not be ideal for users who do not follow mainstream practices.

2.2

Support for privacy policy negotiation

The previous technologies support users at the time of conﬁguring their privacy settings in
an online service. An orthogonal line of work is dedicated to automating the communication
of user preferences to the service, or between services.
Technologies such as the W3C’s Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) [125], which
facilitate the communication of setting preferences between user and service provider. P3P
is an industry standard that allows websites to encode their privacy policies (what information is collected, how it is used etc.) in a pre-deﬁned format. These policies can be read and
interpreted by browsers equipped to do so. The browser can then compare the site’s policy
with a user’s speciﬁed privacy preferences written in a machine readable language such as
P3P Preference Exchange Language (APPEL) [126]. P3P, however, does not have any means
to enforce that the service provider actually follows the practices described in the policy.
Other technologies such as purpose-based access control [127] or sticky policies [128] provide the means to specify allowed uses of collected information, and to verify that the purpose of a data access is compliant with the policy. These technologies can be supported by
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cryptographic mechanisms that guarantee that the service providers must comply with the
preferences established by users.

2.3

Support for privacy policy interpretability

In order to conﬁgure the privacy settings according to their expectations of how data should
be handled, users need to understand the privacy policies that describe the meanings of
these settings. These policies are often long, verbose, and contain a lot of legal terms; and
they often evolve over time. Thus, users ﬁnd them difﬁcult to understand. Researchers have
developed technologies that enhance users’ability to interpret privacy policies.
Currently, there exist two approaches to improve users’ understanding of privacy policies.
One is to trust experts to label, analyse and provide reasons for existing privacy policies [129].
Another avenue is to completely automate the interpretation process. Polisis5 [120] is a
machine-learning-based framework that enables users to ask questions about natural language privacy policies. This tool offers a visual representation of the policy specifying the
types of data collected, the purpose of this collection, and the sharing practices, among others.

3

PRIVACY AS TRANSPARENCY
[130][131][132]

The last privacy design paradigm we consider is privacy as transparency. As opposed to
technologies that limit data disclosure or the use of disclosed data, transparency mechanisms analyse users’ online activities in order to either provide them with feedback about
the implications of their actions, or run audits to check that there has been no violation of
privacy.
As with control-oriented technologies, transparency-based privacy cannot prevent privacy violations in and of themselves. In fact, feedback or audits happen after the users have already
disclosed data to the provider. Thus, providers are again trusted with making sure that the
collected data are not processed or shared in ways not authorised by the users.

3.1

Feedback-based transparency

We ﬁrst describe mechanisms that make transparent the way in which information is collected, aggregated, analysed and used for decision making. The common factor between
these technologies is that they provide users with feedback about how their information is
processed or perceived by others.
An early effort in this direction is the concept of privacy mirrors [130], which show users their
‘digital selves’; i.e., how others see their data online. This concept was adopted by popular online social networks such as Facebook, which allows users to check how different audiences
(e.g., friends, friends of friends, others), or even individual users, see their proﬁles whenever
they make changes to their privacy controls. A similar line of work provides other means of
visualising how privacy settings affect data sharing in order to improve users’ understanding
of the set of permissions they have selected. This solution provides visual cues to users that
indicate the access permissions associated with the data they shared [133]. For instance,
5

https://pribot.org/polisis
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it can highlight ﬁelds in a social network proﬁle with a different colour depending on who
has access to that particular information. Both solutions help users understand their practices and modify their actions. However, they can only do so after the information has been
revealed to the provider (and possibly to other users).
A different type of user feedback comprises so-called privacy nudges [131]. Nudges assist
users in making choices about their privacy and security settings. They give users immediate feedback whenever the user performs an online action in a way that the action could
be cancelled or modiﬁed. For instance, the nudge can inform the user that the post she
is currently writing is public so that the user is careful about the words she chooses to use.
Nudging tools can be even more sophisticated and use modern machine learning algorithms
to analyse photos or text as they are being uploaded, and provide users with more concrete
feedback such as ‘the post can be perceived as negative’ or ‘the photo is very explicit’. While
immediate feedback presents evident beneﬁts compared to mirrors, since actions can be
modiﬁed before information is sent to the provider, it also has drawbacks. Experiments with
users have shown that immediate feedback results in an uncomfortable feeling for users as
they feel monitored, and users sometimes perceive the advice as paternalistic and out of
place [132].

3.2

Audit-based transparency

As mentioned before, even with privacy policies and access control in place, there is no guarantee that user preferences will be respected. Additional measures can be put in place to
enable users to verify that no abuse has taken place. To realise these audits, the system
is required to log all data access and processing operations. This logging may reveal when
users log into the system, and when and how their data are transmitted to others. Thus, depending on the amount and granularity of the information, logging may introduce additional
privacy risks.
Therefore, logging policies must be carefully crafted. One approach to do this is to derive the
auditing speciﬁcations from the policies using formal methods [134]. This guarantees that
the generated logs, while being minimal, still contain enough information to audit whether
the policies are being respected. The solutions, however, are limited in their expressiveness
and cannot handle privacy policies in modern systems where the amount of data collected
and the number of entities involved make a formal analysis extremely cumbersome.
The use of formal methods assumes that data sharing is managed by a centralised authority
that must be trusted. This is problematic because the centralised authority becomes a single
point of failure. Recent advances in cryptography and distributed ledgers permit the design of
solutions that provide the means to create highly secure logs, while ensuring that no private
information is shared with unauthorised parties. When logging is made in such a distributed
manner, no individual party can modify the log on its own, reducing the need for trust and
eliminating any single point of failure. For instance, systems like UnLynx [135] permit entities
to share sensitive data, and perform computations on them, without entrusting any entity
with protecting the data. All actions are logged in a distributed ledger for auditing, and the
correctness of the operations is ensured by using veriﬁable cryptographic primitives and zeroknowledge proofs. Therefore, it is not necessary to publish or log the sensitive data or the
operations done on them.
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4

PRIVACY TECHNOLOGIES AND DEMOCRATIC VALUES
[136][137][138]

Privacy technologies are of paramount importance to ensure that our fundamental right to
privacy is respected in the digital world. Privacy protection is crucial for underpinning the
values that support our democratic societies. Citing Daniel Solove: ‘Part of what makes a
society a good place in which to live is the extent to which it allows people freedom from
the intrusiveness of others. A society without privacy protection would be suffocation’ [138].
While such a society seemed science ﬁction not so long ago, episodes such as the Facebook
Cambridge Analytica case highlight the importance of securing data from being accessed by
unintended parties (e.g., using Conﬁdentiality or control techniques) to protect citizens from
interference and manipulation.
In this section, we provide two examples that highlight the importance of privacy technologies in supporting democracy. On one hand, we consider electronic voting systems that enable fair elections to take place using electronic infrastructure in adversarial conditions. On
the other hand, we give an overview of censorship resistance technologies. These systems
ensure that in a digital world, where communication infrastructure is dominated by a small
number of companies and state actors can observe all communications, individuals have the
means to communicate freely.

4.1

Privacy technologies as support for democratic political systems

The growing use of electronic applications to interact with governmental bodies brings great
advantages to society. Providing citizens with easy means to express their opinions, comment on government initiatives, or vote in elections, increases their involvement in public
decision processes. This in turn improves the power balance between those who can execute decisions and those who are affected by the outcome of the decision process.
For these improvements to be effective, citizens must be able to freely express their opinions
and must be sure that their inputs cannot be modiﬁed or lost during the process. The use
of common infrastructures (e.g., cloud services or unprotected communication networks) to
implement these democracy-oriented applications, however, raises concerns about surveillance and manipulation. Therefore, it is important that these applications are supported by
strong privacy technologies that can protect users’ identities, as well as their sensitive data
and inputs to the system. We describe two example applications, electronic voting and electronic petitions, whereby the technologies introduced in the previous sections are combined
to enable citizens and governments to enjoy technological progress without compromising
our democratic values.
Electronic voting (eVoting). Electronic voting systems have the goal of enabling fair elections
to be conducted via electronic infrastructure in adversarial conditions. In particular, eVoting
schemes provide:
• Ballot secrecy: an adversary cannot determine which candidate a user voted for.
• Universal veriﬁability: an external observer can verify that all the votes cast are counted
and that the tally is correct. Some protocols provide a weaker property, individual veriﬁability, where each voter can verify that his/her vote has been correctly tallied. Benaloh
et al. provide a comprehensive overview of the aspects to assess to obtain end-to-end
veriﬁability [139].
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• Eligibility veriﬁability: an external observer can verify that all the votes cast were made
by a unique eligible voter.
In order to guarantee the ﬁrst aspect, it is key to break the links between the votes putting their
ballots into the system, and the ballots that come out. In traditional pen-and-paper physical
elections, this is done by mixing the ballots all of which have exactly the same appearance
in an urn. In eVoting, Unlinkability is typically achieved using mix networks [140, 141]. the
votes are passed through a series of mixes, which must not belong to the same authority.
Otherwise, this authority could trace the votes and link the voters to their voting choices. The
results are published on a public bulletin board which anybody can read and verify that the
election was carried out in a honest manner.
Voting mix networks are designed in a slightly different way than those mentioned in Section. 1.2. In the case of eVoting, the mixes ﬁre when all votes are in, and the batching strategy
is to take all the votes. In simple terms, it ensures that all votes are mixed together, obtaining
the maximum Anonymity set. This fulﬁlls the ballot secrecy criterion as any vote could have
been cast by any voter. Furthermore, to ensure universal veriﬁability, in eVoting mix networks
every node does veriﬁable shufﬂes [136]. This means that the mixes prove, in zero knowledge,
that they mix all the votes (all the votes at the input appear at the output) and the mixing is
random. Eligibility veriﬁability can be obtained by requiring voters to prove in zero-knowledge
that they are eligible to vote.
Other voting protocols provide ballot secrecy through the use of blind signatures: an authorised entity veriﬁes the eligibility of a user and blindly signs her vote (i.e., without seeing the
vote content) [142]. The user provides a zero-knowledge proof along with the vote that the
vote has been correctly constructed. Then, users submit the signed votes to the tally server
using an anonymous communication channel. This way no entity in the system can link voter
to votes.
A third strategy is based on Homomorphic encryption encryption. In these schemes, the
tally server creates a bulletin board with encrypted zero entries for every candidate [143, 144].
Then, every user adds his vote to the desired candidate, and randomises the rest of the encryptions (so that encryptions of the same number never look the same). As before, zeroknowledge proofs can be used to ensure that sums and randomisation have been performed
in the correct way.
Besides the above three properties, some voting protocols additionally aim to provide coercion resistance, whereby a user cannot be forced to vote for a particular candidate against her
will. One strategy to implement such a system is to provide users with fake credentials [145].
Then, when users are under coercion they follow the instructions of the coercer, but provide
their fake credentials to the system. This enables the tally server to ignore any votes produced under coercion. Related approaches prevent coercion via re-voting, i.e., the schemes
permit users to recast a vote so as to cancel their coerced choice [146]. These schemes deﬁne policies to establish how to count votes whenever a given credential has cast more than
one vote. (e.g., count the last one, or add a pointer to the cancelled vote).
Anonymous petitions. We deﬁne a petition as a formal request to a higher authority, e.g., parliament or another authority, signed by one or more citizens. Signing a petition publicly, however, might raise concerns or conﬂicts in terms of relationships between friends, colleagues,
and neighbours, discouraging citizens from participation [147]. Privacy technologies, in particular, anonymous credentials, can help in creating secure and privacy-preserving petition
systems.
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In petition systems based on anonymous credentials, citizens can register with the authority
managing the petition system to obtain an anonymous signing key associated with some
attributes relevant for the petitions. Then, at the time of signing a particular petition, they can
prove they are eligible (e.g., they are inhabitants of the municipality referred to) but do not
need to reveal their identity. Advanced credential properties such as double signing detection
enable the creation of this system while avoiding abuse from misbehaving citizens [148].
More modern approaches rely on advanced cryptographic primitives to remove the need for
a central trusted party that registers users. For instance, Sonnino et al. [149] enable threshold
issuance and veriﬁcation of credentials to sign the petition, i.e., several authorities participate
in the issuance. This scheme improves Conﬁdentiality, authenticity, and availability through
the use of distributed ledgers. This approach increases the level of privacy in the system,
while at the same time reducing the need to trust one single party.

4.2

Censorship resistance and freedom of speech

Censorship systems attempt to impose a particular distribution of content across a system.
They may prevent users from publishing particular content that is considered controversial or
dangerous for the censorship regime; or they may prevent users from accessing content that
may undermine the societal equilibrium that the censor wishes to impose on their society.
In this section, we show how privacy-preserving technologies can act as a cornerstone to
support freedom of speech and freedom of access to information. We will elaborate on some
examples for each of these goals in order to illustrate the fundamental principles that make
censorship resistance possible. We refer the interested reader to the surveys by Khattak
et al. [137] and Tschantz et al. [150] for a comprehensive revision of censorship resistance
systems.
Data publishing censorship resistance. Motivated by the ‘Church of Scientology’ court order,
which caused the closure of the Penet remailer at the end of the 1990s [151], Anderson proposed the Eternity Service. This was the ﬁrst system to use privacy technologies to protect
the publishing of content on the Internet [152]. Anderson’s scheme proposed to distribute
copies of ﬁles across servers in different jurisdictions, so that those servers cannot be subpoenaed at the same time. In this scheme, privacy technologies have fundamental roles for
resistance: Encryption not only provides privacy for users, but also prevents selective denial
of service at retrieval time; and anonymous Authentication not only protects users from the
service, it also protects the service from being coerced into revealing the identities of users,
e.g., by law enforcement, since it cannot know these users’ identities.
Anderson’s proposal inspired later designs such as Freenet, a peer-to-peer system to publish, replicate, and retrieve data while protecting the Anonymity of both the authors and readers [153]. Additionally, the system provides deniability for the entities storing the information;
i.e., the servers cannot know the content of the ﬁles they store and thus, can always claim
to be unaware of what they are serving. In Freenet, ﬁles are located according to a key that
is typically the hash of the ﬁle, but can also include a ﬁle description, or be a simple string.
To retrieve a ﬁle, a user obtains or computes the keys and asks Freenet nodes to ﬁnd it. If a
node does not contain the ﬁle, it asks a neighbour. When the ﬁle is found, it is sent back along
the same path that the request followed in the network. This ensures that the node holding
the data does not know the recipient. To store a ﬁle, if the key does not already exist, the
publisher sends the ﬁle along a path and every node on the path stores the ﬁle. To protect
the anonymity of the publisher, nodes that store the ﬁle also decide at random whether to
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also claim ownership. Such random claims also provide nodes with deniability as to which
of the ﬁles they are storing are actually theirs.
The design of Freenet is based on strong cryptography, which protects the content of messages. However, in the early days, the routes and timing of messages allowed attacks to
break the system’s anonymity. Tian et al. [154] show that a passive attacker deploying a number of nodes in the network that can monitor requests can re-identify the requester by recursively asking other nodes if they have seen the request. Freenet also allows for the collection
of privacy-preserving statistics. However, the statistic obfuscation method is vulnerable to
inference attacks where the adversarial node combines several queries in order to learn information about other Freenet nodes’ properties (e.g., bandwidth) [155]. These issues are
now addressed by Freenet, but others remain such as the attack by Levine et al. [156], which
enables a single node to distinguish whether a neighbouring peer is the actual requester of
a ﬁle or just forwarding the requests for other peers. The attack only requires passive observation of trafﬁc, and exploits the fact that the Freenet protocol determines the average
number of requests for a ﬁle observable by a node depending on how far this node is from
the requester. Thus, a simple Bayesian inference sufﬁces to detect whether a neighbour is
the request initiator.
A different approach to censorship is followed in Tangler [157]. The system also provides
publisher and reader anonymity, but achieves censorship resistance in a different way. Instead of simply storing the ﬁle replicated in many nodes in an anonymous way, Tangler ﬁles
are split into small blocks that are stored on different servers. In order to recover a ﬁle, one
must thus contact a number of servers to retrieve enough of these blocks. In order to avoid
a server being compelled to delete a block belonging to a ﬁle, Tangler builds blocks in such a
way that blocks contain parts of many documents. To ‘tangle’ ﬁles into blocks, Tangler uses
secret sharing (See the Cryptography CyBOK Knowledge Area [12]). Tangling improves availability in two ways. First, a censor can only delete a target ﬁle by causing collateral damage
to other ﬁles that may be allowed. Second, whenever one wants to replicate a ﬁle, the ﬁles
entangled in the replicated ﬁle blocks are also replicated.
Data access censorship resistance. To enable censorship-free access to data, systems must
be able to conceal that users are accessing these data. This can be done in a number of
ways [137]. A ﬁrst approach is mimicking, where censorship resistance is obtained by attempting to make accessing to censored data look like accessing allowed data (e.g., as a
Skype call [158] or as a visit to an innocuous web page [159]). These approaches are effective, but have been shown to be vulnerable to active attacks in which the adversary probes
the suspicious connection to ﬁnd out if any of the expected functions of the application being
mimicked are missing [160].
A second approach is tunnelling. In this case, the censored communication is directly tunnelled through an uncensored service, instead of pretending to be that service. In particular,
these systems use widely used services as tunnels, e.g., cloud services [161, 162], so that
blocking communications imposes a high cost for the censor. A third approach is to embed the communication inside some content (e.g., hidden in a photo or video [163]). This
approach not only makes communications unobservable, but also deniable for all senders,
recipients and applications hosting the content.
Finally, some censorship resistance systems rely on hiding the destination of the communication to prevent censors from blocking connections. This is achieved by relaying censored
trafﬁc through one or more intermediate nodes. These nodes can be proxies, such as bridges
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in the Tor network [97]. These bridges are Tor relays whose IPs are not public so that they cannot be identiﬁed as members of a censorship resistance system. To avoid the censor identifying connections to bridges due to their appearance, these are disguised using so-called
pluggable transports [164], which transform the trafﬁc ﬂow following one of the approaches
referenced in this section.
Another option to hide the destination is the use of decoy routing, also known as refraction
networking [165, 166]. In decoy routing, clients direct their censored trafﬁc to a benign destination. This trafﬁc includes an undetectable signal that can only be interpreted by a cooperating Internet router. This router deﬂects the client’s trafﬁc to the censored site and returns
the responses to the client. Obviously, the cooperating router must be outside of the censor’s
domain, but, depending on the scheme, it can be on the forward path from the client to the
uncensored destination [165, 166], or on the downstream path [167, 168].

5

PRIVACY ENGINEERING
[169][170]

The growing privacy concerns in society have made the concept of ‘privacy by design’ very
popular among policy makers. This concept advocates for the design and development of
systems that integrate privacy values to address users’ concerns. However, the literature
around this concept rarely addresses the actual processes behind the design, implementation, and integration of privacy protections into products and services.
In this knowledge area, we ﬁrst gave an overview of the landscape of privacy technologies,
and subsequently provided a series of examples in which these technologies are combined
to support the use of electronic systems while maintaining core democratic values. In this
section, we elaborated on the design principles behind these, and other, privacy-preserving
systems. We brieﬂy discussed how these principles can be used to generally approach the
engineering of systems that embed strong privacy protections. We refered the reader to the
work by Gürses et al. [169] for a more comprehensive explanation of these principles and
their role in the design of privacy-preserving systems. A relevant paper to help the reader
understanding these principles is the work Hoepman on privacy strategies [171]
The two primary goals when designing privacy-preserving systems are to:
• Minimise trust: limit the need to rely on other entities to behave as expected with respect to sensitive data. For instance, in mix-based eVoting, trust is not only distributed
across the entities managing the mixes, but veriﬁable shufﬂes are put in place to limit
to a maximum the amount of reliance on the good behaviour of each mix. Similarly, the
cryptographic primitives used to implement privacy-preserving electronic petitions do
not require trust on the registration authority to protect the identities of the signers.
• Minimise risk: limit the likelihood and impact of a privacy breach. For instance, in Tor,
compromising one relay does not provide any sensitive information about users’ browsing habits. If one compromises the entry node, one cannot learn the destinations of the
communications, only the middle nodes of the circuits; and if one compromises the
exit node, one cannot learn the origin of the communication.
To minimise both trust and risk, privacy experts typically design systems in accordance with
the following strategies:
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• Minimise Collection: whenever possible, limit the capture and storage of data in the
system.
• Minimise Disclosure: whenever possible, constrain the ﬂow of information to parties
other than the entity to whom the data relates. This refers both to direct ﬂows between
senders and receivers, and to indirect ﬂows, e.g., use of control techniques to limit the
information available when publishing or querying a dataset.
• Minimise Replication: whenever possible, limit the number of entities where data are
stored or processed in the clear.
• Minimise Centralization: whenever possible, avoid a single point of failure regarding the
privacy properties in the system.
• Minimise Linkability: whenever possible, limit the capability of the adversary to link data.
• Minimise Retention: whenever possible, limit the amount of time information is stored.
Implementing these strategies at ﬁrst may seem incompatible with maintaining the Integrity
of the system. For instance, if no information is disclosed or collected, how can one make
sure that no entity is abusing the system? If there is no central authority, how can one make
sure that Authentication and authorisation work as expected? This is where privacy technologies come into play. They enable the design of systems where as little information as possible is revealed to parties other than the ones to which the information relates, and in which
there is a minimum need to trust providers or other users in order to preserve the privacy of
sensitive information while still pertaining Integrity and allowing information exchange.
In order to decide which privacy technology is most adequate to build a system, a ﬁrst step
is to identify the data ﬂows that should be minimised; i.e., those that move data to entities to
whom the data do not relate. The second step is to identify the minimal set of data that needs
to be transferred to those entities. To identify the minimum required information that needs to
be transferred, the designer should attempt to keep as much data as possible out of reach of
those entities without harming the functionality of the system. Strategies to minimise unnecessary information ﬂow (based mainly on the technologies introduced throughout Section. 1)
are:
• Keep the data local: perform any computation on sensitive data on the user side, and
only transmit the result of the operation. Additional information, such as zero-knowledge
proofs or commitments, may be needed to guarantee the correctness of the operations.
• Encrypt the data: encrypt the data locally and send only the encrypted version to other
entities. If any operations on the data are needed, see the next point.
• Use privacy-preserving cryptographic protocols: process data locally to obtain inputs to
a protocol in which, by interacting with the untrusted entities using one of the protocols
introduced in the previous sections, the user can obtain or prove information while limiting the information made available to those entities. For instance, using anonymous
credentials for Authentication without revealing the identity or even the value of an attribute, or using private information retrieval to perform a search on a database without
revealing the query to the database holder.
• Obfuscate the data: use techniques to control inference to process the data locally and
only send the perturbed version to the untrusted entity.
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• Anonymise the data: process the data locally to remove identiﬁable information and
send it to the untrusted party via an anonymous channel.
By seeking minimisation of trust and using the above techniques, system designers are
bound to collect, process and retain fewer data than with other strategies based on compliance with regulation. We recognise that many systems and applications cannot be built
without collecting some user-related data. For these cases, designers must take into account
the privacy technologies outlined in Section. 2 and Section. 3. These techniques, while requiring trust, help minimise the risk of a breach and, if the breach happens, minimise the impact
that the disclosure of data may have for the users.
Privacy evaluation. Once privacy technologies or end-to-end systems have been designed, it
is important to conduct a privacy evaluation. This evaluation has the goal of quantifying the
level of privacy that the technology, and respectively the system, can provide.
For privacy technologies based on cryptographic primitives, the privacy evaluation is typically
covers the cryptographic proofs that ensure that only the intended information is leaked by
the operations. On the contrary, for privacy techniques based on obfuscation, it is necessary
to carry out an analysis to validate that the combination of techniques provides the desired
level of privacy.
A systematic privacy evaluation typically consists of the following steps. First, one needs to
model the privacy-preserving mechanism as a probabilistic transformation. This establishes
the probability that, given an input, the privacy mechanism returns a given output. Second,
one needs to establish the threat model, i.e., what the adversary can see and what is her
prior knowledge. Third, assuming that the adversary knows the mechanism, consider how he
would annul the effect of the privacy mechanism. This usually entails either doing an analysis
of the probability distributions, or using inference techniques such as machine learning to
compute what the adversary can learn.
At the end of the process, one usually has a distribution describing the probability that the
adversary infers each of the possible inputs. This probability distribution is then used as
input to a privacy metric that captures the inference capability of the adversary. We refer
the reader to the survey by Wagner and Eckhoff for a comprehensive description of privacy
metrics in the literature [170].

6

CONCLUSIONS

Protecting privacy, as we have described in this knowledge area, is not limited to guaranteeing the Conﬁdentiality of information. It also requires means to help users understand
the extent to which their information is available online, and mechanisms to enable users to
exercise control over this information. We have described techniques to realise these three
privacy conceptions, emphasising the adversarial model in which they operate, as well as providing guidelines to combine these techniques in order to build end-to-end privacy-preserving
systems.
Preserving privacy and online rights is not only important for individuals, it is essential to
support democratic societies. The deployment of privacy technologies is key to allow users
free access to content, and freedom of speech. Of equal importance is to avoid that any
entity gaining a disproportionate amount of information about individuals or groups, in order
to prevent manipulation and abuse that could damage democratic values.
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ACRONYMS
ABCs Attribute-Based Credentials.
E2EE End-to-end encryption.
GPS Global Positioning System.
OTR Off-the-Record messaging.
P3P Privacy Preferences Project.
VPN Virtual Private Network.
W3C World Wide Web Consortium.
ZK Zero Knowledge.
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GLOSSARY
anonymity The state of being not identiﬁable within a set of subjects, the anonymity set.
authentication The process of verifying the identity of an individual or entity.
conﬁdentiality The property that ensures that information is not made available or disclosed
to unauthorised individuals, entities, or processes.
encryption The process of transforming information (commonly referred to as plaintext/data)
using an algorithm (called cipher) to make it unreadable to anyone except those possessing special knowledge, commonly referred to as a cryptographic key.
homomorphic encryption A form of encryption that when computing on ciphertexts, generates an encrypted result which, when decrypted, matches the result of the computation
as if it had been performed on the plaintext.
integrity The property that ensures that data is real, accurate and safeguarded from unauthorised user modiﬁcation.
metadata Information about data or sent along with data, e.g., the IP address, the location,
or the operative system a message is sent from.
unlinkability The property of two (or more) items in a system that ensures that these items
are no more and no less related than they are related concerning the a-priori knowledge
of the adversary.
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